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G. B. AIRY'S MODEL EYE
by
JOHN R. LEVENE
FOLLOWING Kepler's theoretical account of the formation of the retinal images, the
first practical investigations appear to be those of the Jesuit mathematician,
Christopher Scheiner (1575 1650).1 Scheiner was probably the first to construct a
model eye, complete with cornea, crystalline lens, spherical glass retina, and two
chambers filled with water.2 Shortly after Scheiner's experiments, many model eyes
subsequently made their appearance and were constructed by anatomists, philo-
sophers, and opticians, each model serving to demonstrate a particular optical
principle or philosophical concept.3 By the end of the eighteenth century, the model
eye was mainly employed to demonstrate the principles of vision generally, and the
optical conditions and corrections of myopia, presbyopia, and aphakia.
In 1828, George (later Sir George) Biddell Airy(1801-1892), having been Lucasian
Professor of Mathematics and Plumian Professor of Astronomy at Cambridge, was
appointed, at the age of27, Director of the new Cambridge University Observatory.
The letter which follows, describing the construction of a model eye, was written
during his first year at the Observatory, in answer to an enquiry from Dr. Dionysius
Lardner (1793-1859) concerning the model. From the general tone of Airy's letter
to Lardner, it would appear that Airy had constructed the eye a considerable time
before 1828. Lardner, who in 1827 had been elected to the chair ofnatural philosophy
and astronomy, at the newly founded London University (now University College),
may have requested information about the model eye for demonstration purposes.
The letter (fig. 1), which is now in the Wellcome Historical Medical Library, has
not previously been published, and reads as follows:
Observatory Cambridge, April 25, 1828
My dear Sir,
To illustrate the functions ofthe eye I merely constructed something as much resembling the
eye in form and operation as I could devise. My eye was a foot in diameter, and held about
threequarters of a common pailful of water, but I should think that for your purposes a larger
eye would be necessary. It was constructed of copper excepting a hole (I forget the size) in
front, which was filled up with a glass like a watch-glass ground to its proper convexity; and a
hole behind which was filled up with a glass-as its accuracy of form was not so important it
was merely blown. Upon this was pasted lawn paper for the retina. In place of the iris was a
copper partition with a circular hole for the pupil and a cell to receive a convex lens representing
the crystalline. The whole cavity was filled with water, for pouring in which a hole was left at
the top. The figure is a section. I had three lenses for crystallines, one to represent the eye in
a state of good vision, one to make it longsighted,4 and one to make it shortsighted: and had a
huge pair of spectacles with lenses which corrected these defects. Also one lens to produce
distinct vision when the crystalline was removed, to imitate the couched eye. Also a large
telescope for my eye to look through at a distant object. The whole ofthese imitations succeeded
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perfectly. I should have some difficulty in ascertaining the focal length, curvatures, etc., of the
glasses: I only recalled that the lenses for the crystalline were of focal lengths 2i, 3, 3i, inches
respectively in air. However the whole thing was made upon conclusions (which you can repeat
quite as correctly as I can) and so constructed it answered well.




Airy's model eye may be compared with the somewhat elaborate model constructed
and described5 towards the end of the eighteenth century by George Adams the
Younger (1750-1795), optician and Mathematical Instrument Maker to King
George III.
Whereas Adams had been content to make the front ofhis artificial eye in a 'piece
ofglass placed on which the form ofthe eye is painted, a part being left transparent,
to represent the pupil,'6 Airy was anxious to make an accurate representation, i.e.
having a cornea ' . . . ground to its proper convexity', rather than merely 'blown'.
The idea of using three lenses to represent the crystalline lens had been previously
described in Adams' account. In Airy's model, the lenses could be inserted into a cell
through the hole in the top ofthe eye, whereas in the model constructed by Adams,
the three lenses were inserted within the globe, and brought in front of the hole
(representing the pupil), as each one was required.
Airy may have constructed his model eye for teaching purposes, or perhaps during
his student days. Evidently he did not demonstrate the optical defect and correction
of a stigmatism.
Airy, although primarily an astronomer (Astronomer Royal, 1835-1881), had a
particular interest throughout life in physiological optics, having made the important
discovery of astigmatism in his own eye, and corrected this defect with the first
cylindrical lens.7 Other items, specifically related to vision, are mentioned throughout
his autobiography,8 in addition to his later, almost classic, illustrated description of
the visual phenomena associated with migraine.9
At all events, the model eye provides an additional demonstration ofAiry's interest
in the eye and vision generally.
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